Terms of Use – Therapist Neurodiversity Collective
1. The term Therapist Neurodiversity Collective may be referred to herein as ‘We’,
‘Our’, or ‘Us’. The term ‘you’ refers to the user or viewer of our website and/or
downloader of our printables.
2. Therapist Neurodiversity Collective’s website content, including without limitation,
the text, images, logos, videos, artwork, free materials, photographs, videos and
audio material are Copyright © 2018-current year unless otherwise stated.
3. You may not copy or modify any content, including without limitation, the text,
images, logos, videos, artwork, free materials, photographs, music and audio
material from Therapist Neurodiversity Collective.
4. You may not create any derivative works, recreate or redesign any content,
including without limitation, the text, images, logos, videos, artwork, free
materials, photographs, music and audio material from Therapistndc.org.
Examples:
You may not take text from our website and put it on your website - unless the amount
of text taken meets the criteria setup below under "Quotations from Therapistndc.org.
You may not take one of our images and put it on your website.
You may not take one of our images, edit it into a different color scheme and then put it
on your website.
Our Hotlinking Policy
What is a hotlink? It is the practice of placing a link on your own website directly to our
free printable documents. Here are Therapist Neurodiversity Collective's policies on
hotlinking:
You are not permitted to hotlink to any content on therapistndc.org without fully citing
our work and making it clear to visitors on your website that it is not your own original
work.
You are not permitted to download our free printables and then upload them to your
own website at any time (with a download link directly on your website).
You are not permitted to capture images of our free educational printables and post
them on your own website. If you are using our images in a NOT FOR PROFIT
endeavor, such as in an educational blog or article, you must obtain our permission in
writing and, the image must be fully credited as shown below and linked to
therapistndc.org.

Listing Therapist Neurodiversity Collective as a recommended "Resource" on your
website, and then linking directly to our Home Page or the Education Page is fine.
Posting links to our printable pdfs for public educational purposes only:
Your hotlink must include a full citation on your website's link page, making it clear to
your site visitors that the free printable is not your original work. Furthermore, you may
not link your website directly to our website in any manner that leads visitors to be under
the impression (directly or implied) that therapistndc.org is part of your own website.
Example of how to properly cite a link to one of our free printables: Title of the Free
Printable, 2021, Therapist Neurodiversity Collective, accessed 1 October 2021,
<https://therapistndc.org/>
You are not permitted to place hotlinks from your website directly to Therapist
Neurodiversity Collective's links to free educational printables for use in any of your forprofit endeavors.
This includes using our free materials as a way to advertise your for-profit business or
therapy practice or parent coaching business, etc. This includes posting links or copies
of our free materials that are only accessible behind a paywall, or only available to
members in membership plan, etc.) You are not permitted to download and use our free
content in any for-profit endeavor, where a person must pay you to access our free
printables
Appropriating free neurodiversity education materials meant for advocacy education and
exploiting them in for-profit endeavors is the appropriation of a human rights movement
for financial gain.
Violations will be addressed.
Quotations from Therapistndc.org
You may quote a maximum of 150 words in total (that is, from the entire website and not
per article) from Therapistndc.org. You must cite the source of this quote, inclusive of
the domain name of origin.
Re: Free Publicly Available Materials on therapistndc.org/education
You may download and print the free educational materials for personal and
professional use. Professionals may print and provide the materials to clients but are
not permitted to provide these materials for any additional commercial gain. In
other words, professionals may use these materials as part of their work but must not
add additional charge to clients for their use or provision.
Conditions: These materials must be given without charge and you are not
permitted to redistribute these materials in any format except printed hard copy.

You are not permitted to remove the Therapist Neurodiversity Collective logo, the
copyright notice or the Therapist Neurodiversity Collective copyright at the bottom of
each page.
Example: You are a therapist or teacher in a school and you give a hard copy of our
printable to a colleague or a parent. You may download the printable, print it out and
hand it to another person to use in their place of employment or home. You are not
allowed to download our printables and sell them to another person for any reason.

Unacceptable practices:
•
•
•
•
•

Misrepresenting Therapist Neurodiversity Collective’s free printables as your
original work.
Formal Collective members misrepresenting any of the members’ only
content as your original work.
Hotlinking the public free printables on Therapistndc.org directly to your website
without following the citation policies as stated above, and making it clear to
visitors that the work is not your own original content.
Downloading a Therapistndc.org printable and placing onto your website for
direct download on your website.
Accepting any form of payment by an institution, professional, or parent for their
use. These free materials are to educate the public about the Neurodiversity
Movement (a human rights movement) and not for your monetary gain.

Permissible:
•
•
•

Download our free printables from the Therapistndc.org website for your own
personal use without commercial intent.
Link to a webpage from our website to your website on the condition that you
adhere to the citation rules stated above, and clearly make known that the
printable, or content is not your original work.
Redistribute the free materials through printed hard copy. However, the materials
must not be modified or have the Therapistndc.org copyright notice removed.
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